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FAQ’s Related to B.Arch. Admissions
Q. How many seats are available at TSAP and the break up structure of seats.
 TSAP has an intake of 120 seats.
61 Seats are for candidates under Hindi Linguistic Minority quota.
35 Seats are for Open candidates.
24 Seats are Institute level seats.
Note:
61 (Minority Seats) + 35 (Open Seats) that is total 96 Seats are allocated through Centralized
Admission Process of CAP rounds conducted by DTE.
Seats remaining vacant after CAP rounds are filled by the institute purely on Merit.

About Minority Seats
Q. How can I claim admission under Hindi Linguistic Candidature?
 Candidates with Hindi as the Mother tongue with Domicile in Maharashtra are eligible for admission
under Hindi Linguistic Candidature.
Q. What are the Documents Required in support of my candidature under Hindi Linguistic?
 The Mother tongue must be mentioned on the leaving Certificate.
In case, No document is available the eligible candidate, an affidavit is required to be submitted as per
the prescribed format (Proforma-O) refer Brochure of MAHA CET.
Q. Can candidates of Other Linguistic or Religious Minority secure admission through Centralized
Admission Process.
 The Hindi linguistic minority seats if not filled by eligible candidates from Hindi linguistic
minority, the same is allocated toOther linguistic candidates (Guajarati, Punjabi, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu etc.)
(or)
Religious minority candidates (Jain, Muslim, Christian, Sikh etc.) at the CAP rounds.
Note:
Candidates from other linguistic or religious minority must ensure at the time of registration to state the category.

About CAP Round
Q. How is the system of rounds and CAP different from any other previous years?
 Reduction of CAP RoundsIn comparison to last year, the number of CAP rounds has been reduced & the vacancy round shall
not be conducted by MAHA CET. Thus candidates shall be required to fill institute forms for
registration for admission against vacant seats.
Note:
As per the admission Brochure of MAHA CET, the vacancy status of various institutions shall be declared
after the end of round-2. However, the candidates can approach the institutes in advance for the same
 Verification of DocumentsThe physical verification of documents are not done at Application Receiving Centres (ARC) of
Scrutiny Centers. Thus the candidates are required to carry all original documents on allocation of
seats at the respective institute.
Note:
It is advised to get the documents verified at the institute of 1st Choice to obtain clarity and avoid last
minute glitches in admission.

About CAP Round
Q. When do I need to visit the Institute as per the CAP Round Process.
 As per seat allocation in CAP round 1 or 2, the candidates are required to visit the institution
for confirmation of admission by payment of fees and submission of original documents.
Note:
The time frame of prescribed by MAHA CET has to be diligently followed. The same is available
on the website. Failure to report at the institution within time frame and/or completion of
mandatory process may lead to cancellation of admission.
Thus candidates are advised to gather details of fees and accessibility to the respective college of
choice.
Q. What Documents and preparation I need to undertake for securing my admission when
Seat is allocated in CAP Rounds.
 As per the nature of candidature details are given in the MAHA CET brochure.
Refer Page no- 41 to 45 of MAHA CET Admission Brochure.

About admission at TSAP
Q. What care I must undertake while filling the Option form, if I am interested in seeking
admission at TSAP.
 All Candidates irrespective of their score registered with MAHA-CET and interested in securing
admission at TSAP, must ensure to place TSAP as 1st Choice.
Institution Choice Code: 347203210
Note:
This improves the chances of securing admission through CAP.
Q. What is the cut-off for admissions at TSAP?
 The cut-off for admission is displayed on the MAHA CET portal for the year 2019-20.
Note:
The cut-off is indicative of that particular year and doesn’t necessarily reflect the current status.
Also, the current criteria for admission due to relaxation shall not match the last year’s cut-off.
Thus candidates are advised to visit the institution for guidance.

About admission at TSAP
Q. What is the Procedure if I am not allocated seat of TSAP through CAP rounds? Can I still secure
admission at TSAP.
 After the completion of CAP round-2, the vacancy status of the institution shall be displayed at the
institute website and published advertisement in news paper. Accordingly admission against vacant
seats shall be allotted to the eligible candidate on merit.
Note:
The candidates can fill the institute form in advance as intent of interest against vacant seats. All such
vacant seats shall be allocated as per the order of Merit, and same shall be displayed.
Q.




How can I plan in advance to ensure, higher chances of Securing admission at TSAP.
A candidate can visit the institution to gain details about admission process.
Place TSAP as 1st Choice in the application form.
Visit & fill the Institute form for admission against vacant seats or Apply for Institute level Seats

Q.





I want to know more about TSAP, where can I obtain the information form?
You can visit the college website https://www.tsapmumbai.in/
Refer TSAP Brochure (Click Here to refer)
For reviews about institution, candidates can refer reviews on portals like Shiksha.com & CollegeDunia.
Make a visit to the institution. (Click Here for a virtual tour of the Institute)

About Fees & Scholarship
Q. What are the various modes of Fee payment?
 The Candidate for securing admission has to pay the annual fee at the time of admission
as per the schedule prescribed by MAHA CET.
 The annual fees can be paid through Demand Draft or NEFT/ RTGS in favor of Thakur
school of Architecture & Planning. (All related details are mentioned on the institute’s
website)
Note:
The candidates can apply for education loan for which institute shall provide necessary
supportive documents after confirmation of admission. Candidates can avail facility of fee
reimbursement from the bank directly, against loan application and fee receipt.
Q. Does TSAP provide support for Scholarships
 The institute supports students eligible under various schemes of the government by
creating awareness.
 A dedicated support staff facilitates all the scholarship application related activities and
coordination.
 For details of various categories of scholarships (click here) visit the institute website

Contact TSAP
Q. How do I know if my scores are good enough for securing admission at TSAP?
 Visit TSAP and meet our admission counselor for detailed guidance.

